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Abstract—The increasing demand for video content and the
fast adoption of HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) has led to
the need for sophisticated streaming optimization solutions. One
of the main drawbacks of HAS is that the user is responsible
for deciding which video quality to request without taking into
account the server load, the number of users, fairness and more.
Therefore, traffic shaping server, which takes these factors into
account is needed. In this paper we present a HAS traffic shaping
algorithm that in one hand tries to maximize user experience by
providing the quality which is the closest to the one that the
user requested while in other hand takes into account the server
constrains. Simulation results show that the proposed solution
effectively serves up to a 28% more users when the network
is congested, while the users experienced an average bit-rate
decreased up to 12% and the average PSNR decrease was 0.26
dB.

Index Terms—Multimedia Streaming, Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP, Traffic Scheduling, Video Streaming
Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Video streaming is constantly gaining popularity, with hun-
dreds of millions of Internet users viewing videos online.
According to a recent study, mobile video market share is
expected to generate over 70 percent of mobile data traffic
by 2016. The expected growth in traffic consumption has
increased due to the success of HTTP Adaptive Streaming
(HAS) [1], [2], [3] protocols which allow bit-rate adaptation to
changing network conditions. HAS is a multi-bit-rate (MBR)
streaming method that is designed to improve the viewer’s
experience. One HAS component which is usually found at the
client side is called Adaptation Logic (AL). AL evaluates the
changing network conditions and current buffer levels in order
to request the most suitable video quality representation to op-
timize user Quality of Experience (QoE). Several existing HAS
solutions has been created by industry [2], [3], however,they
require a dedicated plug-in. This has led to a standardization of
HAS called Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
[1]. While the usage of HAS protocols increases the user QoE,
it consumes more bandwidth from the network and the servers.
The increased bandwidth demand can exceed the available

network bandwidth, creating bottlenecks, thus degrading users’
QoE. The bottleneck problem was confirmed by recent HAS
measurement studies on wired networks [4], [5] and cellular
networks [6], [7]. Moreover, Chen et al.[7] concluded that the
sources of the bottleneck problem were: unfairness in bit-rate
allocation between competing flows, unnecessary video bit-
rate switching, and inefficient link utilization.

Krishnan and Sitaraman [8] studied the factors that impact
users’ QoE and found that viewers start to abandon the stream-
ing download if the start-up delay exceeds approximately 2
seconds. Beyond that point, every additional second of delay
results in roughly a 5.8 percent increase in abandonment rate.
Finally, it is widely accepted that QoE is improves with higher
average bit-rate and smoother temporal rate changes [9], [10],
[11]. However, these improvements contain a trade-off, since
rate adjustments decrease the smoothness of the stream.

In this work we present a novel traffic shaping algorithm
that reduces the bottleneck problem at the server and increases
servers ability to serve more users while minimizing the QoE
degradation. This contains a contradiction since serving more
users decreases the available shared bit-rate, and as a result
users receives lower quality representations. The proposed
solution will receive the client request and responds with
the most suitable quality level representation under the traffic
shaping optimization constraints. In our configuration the
traffic shaping algorithm is located at the HAS video server,
although it can also be embedded in other locations of the
video distribution networks.

The ability to distinguish between different streams and
their quality representations is important in improving fairness
in traffic shaping algorithms. It is not enough to estimate each
segment bit-rate without factoring in its quality contribution.
MPEG-2 test model 5 (TM5) [12] defines video frame com-
plexity as R ∗ Q where R is the frame bit-rate and Q is the
average frame quantization parameter. Since HAS works on
the segment level, we calculate the video complexity of the
HAS segment based on its average segment quantization.
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A. Contribution

We propose a novel complexity-aware traffic shaping al-
gorithm for HAS. Our proposed solution has the following
benefits: (1) The proposed solution does not depend on any
network or client modifications and is compatible with any
HAS protocol; (2) Previous traffic shaping algorithms were
based on bit-rate constraints and not perceived user quality.
Based on video complexity, we can estimate the QoE contri-
bution of every quality level representation and compare how
a change will contribute to the QoE; (3) The algorithm takes
advantage of HAS MBR quality representations to shape and
schedule traffic immediately from the servers point of view.
This procedure is used for traffic shaping instead of using
methods such as the leaky bucket technique [13], Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) throughput optimizations, such as
window modifications [14], and HAS traffic scheduling based
on bit-rate [15], [7].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the related works. Section III discusses our proposed
server-side complexity-aware traffic optimization. The prob-
lem and its formulation are presented in Section IV. Section
V presents our proposed algorithm. Section VI presents our
testing results compared to a regular DASH server. Section
VII discusses our future work and conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

HAS traffic shaping has been gaining attention, as seen in
recent studies [7], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19] which all discuss
traffic shaping embedded in the mobile base station. Chen et
al. [7] presented HAS traffic scheduling based on guaranteed
bit-rate (GBR), while De Vleeschauwer et al. [15] proposed
Adaptive Guaranteed Bit-rate (AGBR) HAS traffic scheduling
which is based on [5]. The AGBR algorithm target bit-rates
are calculated for each HAS flow using a minimum rate
proportional fair scheduler, however, the scheduling quality
degradation effect on the users was not checked. Cicalo et
al. [16] improved the AGBR method by suggesting Quality-
Fair Adaptive Streaming (QFAS) based on the Media-Aware
Network Element (MANE). MANE is in charge of selecting
the streaming rate required by each client under resource
constraints in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks (based
on Channel State Information (CSI)). Essaili et al. [17] en-
hanced the QoE by maximizing the overall Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) that is calculated by the selected bit-rate and
content of the video. However, they assumed a simple linear
mapping between the MOS and the video Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR). Furthermore, fairness issues between
competing flows were not discussed. The optimization method
of Yan et al. [18] suggested maximizing the average QoE of all
users at the next switching point t+T , subject to the channel
quality indicator. Their QoE optimization was computed based
on the video quantization parameter and the video streaming
smoothing experience. However, only considering the quan-
tization would not be sufficient for HAS MBR scheduling
since the video resolution and video complexity were not taken
into consideration. This can cause degradation in the QoE and

reduce the fairness between competing users. Finally, Miller
et al. [19] suggested modeling the HAS client as a Multiple-
Choice Nested Knapsack Problem (MCNKP) [20]. Their work
enabled the maximization of the client QoE (defined as OP1)
from the client adaptation logic by using the following client
constraints:(1) segments had to be downloaded before their
deadlines; (2) each segment is downloaded from at least one
representation. We are interested in increasing the users QoE
from the server prospective while also considering the client
devices capabilities.

Most of previous works [7], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]
focused on base station traffic optimization and did not discuss
server traffic shaping based on video quality metrics (such
as PSNR and MOS) as an integral part of the scheduling
algorithm. Furthermore, only the optimization method of [17]
used the MBR quality in determining the selection of video
and bit-rate to provide to the user.

Usually traffic is shaped based on video bit-rate estimations.
This type of optimization is done based on the user Service-
Level Agreement (SLA) and the available server bandwidth
and does not consider the video complexity. This reduces the
overall network fairness in bandwidth allocation and the users
QoE. QoE metrics, as mentioned before, are important factors
for the user. Therefore, understanding the video complexity
and calculating the different stream quality representations
and their possible QoE contribution to the user enable us to
increase server utilization and the users QoE. In this work we
we merge the two into a new traffic shaping algorithm.

III. HYBRID SERVER COMPLEXITY TRAFFIC SHAPING

Our HAS traffic shaping algorithm merges the clients net-
work condition, which is reflected in the HTTP request, with
the server constraints. The algorithm includes the constraints
of the server when calculating the quality of video provided
for distribution. In any regular HAS system, the client request,
which reflects the AL decision, determines the upper limit of
the video quality based on the client devices capabilities. Then,
the server responds with the video quality requested by the
user without taking into account the server constraints (e.g.
bandwidth, number of users). In our proposed algorithm, the
server response includes its own constraints, with the highest
quality possible bounded by the users upper limit, i.e., if the,
server receives a request for quality x, it will respond with
quality y, where y <= x. Therefore, we regard our solution
as hybrid traffic shaping.

Our traffic shaping algorithm extends the HAS MCNKP
model [20] into a hybrid joint server traffic shaping method
named Hybrid Server Complexity Traffic Shaping (HSCTS).
The HSCTS model finds the correct balance between increas-
ing the amount of served users while minimizing the QoE
degradation. The main constraints of HSCTS are as follows:(1)
maximizing the users average bit-rate, (2) serving the maxi-
mum number of users while considering the server bandwidth
limitations, and (3) considering the client’s download segment
request constraints as a quality upper bound limit.
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Bandwidth allocation schema can spread the incoming
stream bandwidth equally between active users. However,
taking into account the statistical properties of the sources
can reveal a significant difference in quality [21] if all videos
were allotted the same bandwidth. For example, low motion
news videos require less bandwidth for a users QoE compared
with high motion sports videos. Some videos have a very good
visual quality, while others have an unacceptably low visual
quality (e.g., sport streams). As a result, the server bandwidth
should be allocated unequally using some fairness-based visual
quality criterion. Therefore, we propose a video complexity
traffic shaping algorithm that based on the overall user traffic,
infers at each point in time which stream’s quality can be
lowered, reducing its bandwidth, and which streams should
remain untouched.

As a result HSCTS algorithm suggests a quality video
contribution traffic shaping approach to solve the server bot-
tleneck problem. It is important to note that a contradiction
exists between the server traffic shaping efficiency and the
users demand for high QoE. Limiting the amount of quality
switches decreases the servers ability to adapt to the users
bandwidth demand. The goal of the HSCTS algorithm is to
reconcile between these constraints by estimating the video
quality representation contribution to each users QoE and
adapt the content while accounting for server limitations and
fair bandwidth allocation.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In the following paragraphs we present the formulation of
the problem where, for the sake of simplicity we assume the
following assumptions: (a) the server stores a single video with
multiple representations; (b) any video request is regarded as a
new user; (c) All users select to download a segment from a list
of possible representations. Table I specify the abbreviations
for this section. The server stores n*m video segments where
n is the number of segments in a video stream and m is the
number of available quality representations. Let us define u as
the maximum number of users interacting with the server at
the same time. Also, let us define Sijp as the server selected
bit-rate of segment i (i ∈ 1, .., n) from representation j
(j ∈ 1, ..,m) for user p (p ∈ 1, .., u). Xijp ∈ 0, 1 is defined
as the optimization variables stating, if Xijp = 1, the user
p downloads segment i from representation j, otherwise if
Xijp = 0 the segment was not selected to be downloaded.
The maximum available throughput of the server is defined
by V (t). Let us define Uijp as the user p requested video
segment bit-rate i from representation j, meaning that the
client AL requested this segment quality and the server uses
this request as the upper limit for the client download ability.
The following equation (Eq. 1) maximizes the bit-rate down-
loaded by the clients, subject to the following constraints: (1)
the optimization variables of the user’s download capability,
as defined in Eq. 2; (2) the server’s total bandwidth capacity
versus the user’s download requests, for all the segments, as
represented in Eq. 3; and (3) the client’s bandwidth limitations

versus the server’s segment quality selection as determined in
Eq. 4.

Max (

u∑
p=1

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

(SijpXijp)) Subject To : (1)

m∑
j=1

Xijp ≥ 1 ∀ i = 1, .., n, ∀p = 1, .., u (2)

u∑
p=1

m∑
j=1

(SijpXijp) ≤ V (t) , ∀ i ∈ 1, .., n (3)

∀ i, j, p : Uijp ≥ Sijp (4)

Let us define the video segment’s video complexity Cijp

(Eq. 5) as the average segment quantization variable Qijp and
the segment total bit-rate Rijp.

Cijp = Qijp ∗Rijp

1 ≤ i < n, 1 ≤ j < m, 1 ≤ p < u
(5)

R′
ip = (V ∗ Cijp∑u

p=1 Cijp
) 1 < i < n (6)

The fractional available bit-rate for stream i can be extracted
from Eq. 6. Lets define R′

ip (Eq. 6) as the current relative
available resources for stream i of user p, Rfip ∈ m is defined
as the highest representation bit-rate available that suits the
condition Rfip < R′

ip.

n Number of segments in a video stream
m Number of available quality representations
u Number of active users currently interacting with the server
i Video segment index
j Video quality representation index
p User index
t Time
Sijp Server selected bit-rate
Xijp Optimization variables
Uijp User client original requested video segment bit-rate
V (t) Server maximum throughput for time t
Cijp Video segment complexity
Qijp Average segment quantization variable
Rijp Segment bit-rate
R′

ip Fractional segment bit-rate
Rfip Highest suitable relative representation bit-rate

TABLE I: List of Abbreviations

V. HYBRID SERVER COMPLEXITY TRAFFIC SHAPING
ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 illustrates our proposed solution. When the
server is congested the algorithm first calculates all users
requested video complexity. Then the fractional segment bit-
rate for each user is estimated and HSCTS selects the highest
suitable temporary quality representation (Rfip). If there is not
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enough bandwidth to support the users selected video minimal
quality representation the user is added to the waiting queue.
The outcome of R′

ip − Rfip there is an available bandwidth
that is not utilized and that can be used. Therefore, in the last
stage we will define a quality loop optimization function. This
function will first check if there are users without segments
(in queue). The algorithm will use the unutilized remaining
bandwidth to serve users that are in the queue. If the queue
is empty or the available bandwidth is not sufficient then then
users with low PSNR quality are next to be served. We used
PSNR quality. We used PSNR quality lower bound of 33 dB
in this paper. Segments with lower PSNR values are granted
a priority to increase their bandwidth, and consequently their
QoE.

Algorithm 1 HSCTS Algorithm
1: on segment request:
2: if server is congested (total bit− rate > V ) then
3: calculate Cijp and R′

ip

4: select representation based on R′
ip

5: if user segment minimum bit− rate < R′
ip then

6: add user to the queue
7: else
8: while (user segment PSNR <

lower bound PSNR )And (next representation bit−
rate < available server bandwidth ) do

9: quality representation ++
10: end while
11: end if
12: end if
13: serve user request

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluated our solution based on both client-server sim-
ulations and lab testing. Due to space limitations, we will
primarily discuss our simulation results under the conditions
of the server serving 200 users at a time in a time span of 10
minutes. Our solution will be examined based on direct and
indirect matrices. For direct metrics, which consider factors
that directly affect the users perception of the video quality,
we will use PSNR. For the indirect metrics consider properties
that affect the multimedia experience but that are not directly
related to the quality of the multimedia content, such as
network related issues such as delay. We will use the following
indirect metrics based on the client measurements: start-up
time, re-buffering events count, number of quality switches,
client buffer levels and average download bit-rate. We used
the video sources from Xiph data-base [22]. For all videos,
every similar quality representation was encoded with the same
capped VBR encoding with same average QP (indicated in the
second row of the table). Res indicates the video quality layer
resolution while Seg indicates the number of video segments.
Each representation (Repi, 1 < i < m) describes the video
in the following pattern: Average bit-rate [Kilobits]/ Average

Fig. 1: Requested bit-rate Vs served bit-rate.

PSNR [dB]. The representation title indicates the average QP
used.

A. Environment

In both cases, simulation and lab test, we compared be-
tween the standard DASH server [1] with the standard DASH
server with HSCTS algorithm. The DASH server prototype
implementation is based on the Django open source web
application framework. We used GPAC [23] to create MPD
and video segments, each with a duration of 2 seconds.
We used a standard Intel I5 with 8GB RAM running the
Windows 7 operating system. Our DASH server + HSCTS
implementation runs over the same Virtual Machine (VM)
with the Ubuntu 12.04 operating system with 2 GB RAM and
two dedicated cores. In the simulation each client requested
one stream from the server based on a uniform distribution
U [0, simulationduration]. Each client has a fixed bandwidth
of 2 Mbps and randomly selects a stream from our data-set.
All users simulate a full client behavior (MPD and segment
requests). For all users we used the same client adaptation
logic, selecting the closest quality representation available
from the MPD to the user channel.

B. Simulation Test Results

The users download was planned to illustrate increasing
server load, followed by a high congestion traffic load that
is typical to rush hours where users compete for bandwidth
(150−480 seconds). In the last phase, a decrease in the number
of users reduces the bandwidth demands (480 seconds until the
end). The requested bit-rate is the sum of all requested bit-
rates at time t; the users requests in the queue are considered
in that calculation. Therefore, a large number of users in the
queue affects the bit-rate request calculation. Fig. 1 illustrates
the requested bit-rate, served bit-rate and the server maximum
capacity. We can observe that the regular server load started
from 150 seconds to the end, however, the HSCTS algorithm
managed to reduce the load and serve more users. As a result,
we can see that the congestion in the network decreases in
several occasions with HSCTS. Fig. 2 presents the number of
users served in both algorithms. When the server is heavily
congested, we can see that HSCTS can serve an average of
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Fig. 2: Served users comparison.

Fig. 3: Users in Queue.

28% more users. HSCTS shaped the traffic and managed to
serve more users in times where the regular server fails to
properly serve all users. As a result, HSTCS serves the users
request faster and manages to reduce the congestion faster
compared to the regular solution (for example Fig. 2 from
280 to 320 seconds).

Fig 3 illustrates the number of users in the queue. We
can see that with HSCTS the queue is almost always empty
compared with the other solution. The high queue usage in
the regular server causes high latency and draws the users to
re-buffer. This can be seen in Table II, which shows that 11
user requests were timed-out and discarded by the server (2
minutes TCP timeout limitation).

The server efficiency is based on its ability to maximize the
amount of traffic served as illustrated in Fig. 4. If we define
R(t) as the total served bandwidth, then the efficiency can be
calculated from the equation 100 ∗ R(t)/V . Until the time a
congestion starts at the server (Fig. 4 until 150 seconds) the
efficiency of both algorithms is relatively the same, although
we can observe from Fig. 4 that under HSCTS there is a
decrease in the level of efficiency, we can regard this decrease
as a positive one, due to the fact that HSCTS managed to
serve more users and decrease the server congestion before
the regular server (how have users waiting to be served in the
queue).

Our second goal is to improve the overall server user

Fig. 4: Server efficiency.

Name HSCTC
Server

Regular
Server

Average number of quality
switches per user

7 0

Average PSNR [dB] 40.19 40.45
Maximum re-buffering duration
[sec]

13.595 33.5

Number of users experienced re-
buffering

10 52

Average buffering duration [sec] 0.23 2.33
Served average bit-rate[bits] 414281 472997
Averaged buffer duration [sec] 14.49 12.19
Users dropped from queue 0 11

TABLE II: Simulation statistics results

fairness. Therefore, the proposed solution should perform a
fair scheduling scheme that will consider different stream
characteristics. When the server is congested, a request for
a high quality video segment can decrease the fairness in
the network, compared to lower quality segments with lower
resolution. HSCTS recognizes user bandwidth starvation and
increases the overall fairness in the network, as can be seen
from the user queue results in Fig 3, where users are waiting
for bandwidth allocation from the server. Let us define the
user i fairness metric as F (t)i = r(t)i/C(t)i, where r(t)i
is the allocated user rate at time t and C(t)i is the user
channel rate. The Jain Fairness Index [24] (E.q.7) allows us
to calculate the server resource distribution fairness. The total
active number of users handled by the server is defined by
N . From the results we can observe that the fairness at both
servers is almost identical until the congestion. When there is
a congestion, the HSCTS achieves similar average (less than
1%) fairness compared with the original algorithm based on
Fig. 5. The small degradation in the fairness is caused by our
server goal to increase the amount of served users.

JF (t) =
(
∑N

i=1 F (t)i)
2

N
∑N

i=1 (F (t)i)2
(7)

Table II illustrates Quality of Service (QoS) and QoE
metrics results measured from the simulation. We can observe
that the users average PSNR in HSCTS is 0.26 dB lower
(40.19 dB while in the regular server the average PSNR is
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Fig. 5: Jain fairness index.

40.45 dB). The average bit-rate in the regular server is 472997
bps while with our algorithm the average bit-rate is 414281
bps. The average users buffer duration in the regular server was
12.19 seconds while our average solution buffer duration was
14.49 seconds. The number of users suffered from re-buffering
in our solution was 10 and the average re-buffering events
duration was 0.23 seconds as compared to the regular server
where the number of users who suffered from re-buffering was
52 and the average re-buffering duration was 2.33 seconds.
Although our current HSCTS algorithm does not limit the
number of quality switches, we observed an average of 7
quality switches per user.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We propose the HSCTS algorithm, a novel complexity-
aware fair traffic shaping algorithm for HAS, which does
not depend on any network or client modifications and is
compatible with any HAS protocol. Our solution incorporates
video complexity, which allow us to estimate the QoE contri-
bution of every quality level representation in order to increase
the overall network fairness while considering the server
constrains. The server responds based on its constrains with
the highest quality possible bounded by the users upper limit.
The results showed that when the server was congested, our
solution served an average of 28% more users. Moreover, our
algorithm maintains similar server fairness and successfully
satisfies users constraints for high QoE while increasing the
server efficiency with a minor degradation in the average bit-
rate and PSNR levels.
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